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hi strgless, thanks! i know all this stuff. i even have the
keygen, i am just testing it for my own "fun". i have not

installed it on any of my computers. when i run the
program and press the "next" button on the first screen
to select "install on my computer", then just before the

install part finishes, i get a window saying "delphi
activation failed!", then the window closes and nothing
works. i have tried to register a keygen for a few days
now without any success. i have the latest version of

delphi and also the link you gave me didn't work. i have
found a link that is for "delphi 2009", but my delphi 2010
is the latest. i have been all over google looking for some

answers and have come up with nothing. i really need
this keygen to be able to install it. any suggestions, steps

i may have missed, etc, would be helpful. thank you!
useless information (2011): in the summer of 2011, gm

issued a public recall that delphi had reported to the
national highway traffic safety administration that the

ignition switches could experience random conditions in
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which there was no transition into "run" position and
would fail to start the car. fix (2011): the next day gm

apologized for any inconvenience that may have resulted
from the recall. the information in the recall was limited

to the 2007-2011 model year gm cars with ignition
switches of the type originally suspected of being prone
to the issue. the reason for the recall was that there was
a possibility that a clutch disc in the ignition switch may
have been stuck, causing the switch to stick in the "run"

position.
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